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Hey, you know your way around a spreadsheet—so now dig into Excel 2003 and really put your data to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and handy workarounds in concise, fast answer format. Work smarter with core functions such as using worksheets and charts, analyzing data, and creating databases—and quickly advance your expertise by building PivotTable reports, creating macros, using custom functions, and automating Microsoft Excel with Microsoft Visual Basic® for Applications. Also learn how to link and embed Excel data in other Microsoft Office applications, and how to capture, reuse, and share data by exploiting XML features. On the companion CD you get an eBook of Microsoft Office Excel 2003 Inside Out, along with Insider Extras from the authors, a trial version of the Spreadsheet Assistant add-on, a collection of Microsoft resources for learning about Office, a catalog of 3rd-party Excel resources, and two additional e-books: the Microsoft Computer Dictionary, Fifth Edition, and the Insider’s Guide to Microsoft Office OneNote 2003. With INSIDE OUT, you’ll discover the best and fastest ways to perform everyday tasks—and challenge yourself to new levels of Excel mastery! 

       About the Author
 Craig Stinson was a contributing author to Microsoft Windows® XP Inside Out and a coauthor of Microsoft Windows XP Inside Out, Deluxe Edition. Before coauthoring Microsoft Excel Version 2002 Inside Out, he cowrote several editions of the best-selling Running Microsoft Windows. He is also a contributing editor of PC Magazine and has written music reviews for such well-known publications as Billboard, the Boston Globe, and the Christian Science Monitor.
A former senior technical writer for the Microsoft Office User Assistance group, Mark Dodge cowrote Microsoft Excel Version 2002 Inside Out and was the coauthor of four editions of Running Microsoft Excel. He served as technical editor for more than a dozen books on Microsoft applications and has been honored with six awards from the Society for Technical Communication. 
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Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5Apress, 2013

	Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5 will take you step-by-step through the process of developing fluid content that adapts its layout to the client device using HTML, JavaScript and CSS, and responsive web design. This book introduces server-side techniques that allow you to show different content to different devices and make the most of their...
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Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, Part II: 11th International Conference, ICA3PP 2011, Workshops, Melbourne, Australia, OctoberSpringer, 2011

	This two volume set LNCS 7016 and LNCS 7017 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, ICA3PP 2011, held in Melbourne, Australia, in October 2011. The second volume includes 37 papers from one symposium and three workshops held together with ICA3PP 2011...
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System Center 2012 Configuration Manager (SCCM) UnleashedSams Publishing, 2012


	You are about to embark on a fantastic journey! System Center 2012 Configuration

	Manager is an exciting, new version of the Configuration Manager product line. While

	each release of Configuration Manager, or the predecessor product—Systems Management

	Server—has been a great improvement over the previous version, we...
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Towards a Service-Based Internet: Third European Conference, ServiceWave 2010Springer, 2010

	The ServiceWave conference series is committed to being the premier European forum for researchers, educators and industrial practitioners to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, experiences and concerns in software services (or the “Future of the Internet of Service”) and related underlying infrastructure...
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Pomegranates: Ancient Roots to Modern Medicine (Medicinal and Aromatic Plants - Industrial Profiles)CRC Press, 2006

	While one may not find ancient studies that substantiate the pomegranate's curative and preventive qualities, the exalted status of this fruit goes back as far as the history of agriculture itself. Allusions to the pomegranate are readily found in the oldest cultures of the Indus Valley, ancient China, and classical Greece, as well as in...
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Great Jobs for Computer Science Majors 2nd Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2002
What can I do with a degree in computer science?

The first step toward the rest of your life starts with that question, and the answer is right here. Get on the right path now for a satisfying and rewarding career in computers by learning to match your skills and interests with exciting employment opportunities....
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